
THE QDVC 
HEALTH & SAFETY  
REQUIREMENTS

At QDVC, we believe that targeting continuous improvement in health and safety to 
reach zero accident on all of our projects is not only a moral obligation for each of us, 
but also a way to work better, and more efficiently, together.

Philippe Tavernier
QDVC CEO



This booklet summarizes the “non-negotiable” health 
and safety requirements to be implemented in the 
management system of all QDVC projects in addition to the 
other applicable Codes, Standards, Contractual or Legal 
requirements.
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SAFETY STARTS BY MANAGERS

STAFF SAFETY INVOLVEMENT

To that end, each senior staff, whether working on site 
or in the offices must every month perform a Site Safety 
Visit to raise four Safety Observations, attend a Tool Box 
Talk or a Pre-start Briefing and attend the Staff Safety 
Forum. 
The individual attendance is published and posted in 
conspicuous location on the Project to demonstrate that 
our managers are committed to H&S performance. 

At QDVC, we believe that Managers must lead by example.

MANAGEMENT SAFETY TOUR
The project management (including the partners, 
subcontractors and whenever possible the Client) shall 
undertake a site visit solely dedicated to H&S at least 
once per month.

The senior management involvement in these 
visits demonstrates, to the workers, their 
leadership and commitment to H&S.

PROJECT KEY POSITIONS

The role of the H&S Manager is to report, to train, to 
advise and to support the project team as necessary 
but it is NOT to be responsible for H&S, which remains 
under the responsibility of the operational and functional 
managers. 

It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to clarify 
the responsibility of each senior member of staff with 
regards to H&S and to nominate by appointment memo 
the key safety positions such as Lifting Supervisor or 
Temporary Work Officer after having checked their 
competency and actual level of authority.

At QDVC, we make it clear that H&S is not the responsibility of the H&S Manager but the responsibility of everyone.

All site safety visits and safety observations 
are made in full collaboration with the site 
team and issued only after their involvement 
and acceptance of the proposed corrective 
measures. 

BUDGETING FOR SAFETY
All QDVC managers are given the authority to spend as 
much as necessary to address H&S issues. 
Procurement comparison tables must demonstrate, and 
account for, compliance with HSE & CSR QDVC standards, 
and non-compliant offers be discarded accordingly, 
irrespective of the lost opportunities for cost savings.

MANAGING BY SAFETY

WORK SUPERVISION
On QDVC projects, the supervisors spend most of their 
time on site and make sure that the workers are put to 
work after being briefed at the actual work location by 
the team leader. 
Workers are never left alone without a supervisor or 

team leader accessible no more than five minutes away 
from the work location (except if formally authorized). 

QDVC does not tolerate any H&S incident due 
to budget constraints. 

At QDVC, all senior managers undergo this compulsory VINCI training within the first year of their appointment, a 
program specifically dedicated to managers’ commitment to safety.

Unsupervised works must be stopped 
immediately.
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A support sheet is prepared weekly, project wide, by 
the H&S department after analysis of the most recent 
events (i.e. new risks or rules, good practices, unsafe 
situations, incidents). These Safety Toolbox Talks are 
different and come in addition to the daily pre-start 
briefing.

SAFETY TOOLBOX TALKS
On each QDVC project, at least once per week, all site supervisors organise a 15 minutes talk, on site, with 
their team leaders and workers to discuss a subject related to H&S. 

These sessions are an opportunity for 
the site supervisors to reaffirm their 
commitment to their workers remaining 
safe at all times.

STAFF SAFETY FORUMS

Since 2014, QDVC has participated annually in the 
Vinci worldwide safety week. It comprises a dedicated 
campaign to pause and remind ourselves about our 
commitment to H&S. The H&S department develops 
a specific programme based on the theme of the year 
targeting all levels of the organisation.  

INTERNATIONAL SAFETY WEEK (ISW)
The whole project, including 
subcontractors and partners, shall 
contribute to the ISW. 

At QDVC, we make sure that the whole site is divided 
into contiguous zones that are individually placed 
under the responsibility and authority of a  designated 
individual for H&S compliance and coordination of 
all occurring activities within their designated zone, 

whether under his/her direct supervision or not 
(including subcontractors, partners, other project 
departments, the Client or other stakeholders) 
to minimize the H&S risks generated by a lack of 
coordination or supervision. 

RESPONSIBILITY SAFETY ZONING

On each QDVC project, at least once a month, we gather the whole of our project key staff (production but also 
functional staff). 

During these forums, we review the H&S concerns 
actually faced on the project, our H&S indicators 
and our incidents. We provide H&S training and 
awareness. 

Each session aims at providing workers with some 
basic H&S awareness skills through some practical 
“discovery exercises”: hazard spotting, manual 
handling, working at height, use of hand and power 
tools, wearing of adequate PPE, housekeeping and 
other specific skills, based on the project main 
activities and risks. 

SAFETY INDUCTION

 SAFETY MEANS INTERACTION
AND CARE

During the induction process, the Human Resource 
department checks that everybody is compliant 
with QDVC Corporate Social Responsibility policy  
(i.e. Sponsorship, Visa, Qatari ID and Medical Insurance). 

Newcomers with safety sensitive position (i.e. Welder, 
Electrician, Scaffolder, Plant Operator and Rigger) 
shall provide the required qualification and third 
party training certificates but shall also have passed 
in addition a skills test at the Plant department prior 
to the induction session.

At QDVC, we believe that H&S starts on the very first day, and is better received if newcomers are immediately 
made aware of our H&S culture. Therefore, prior to being allowed to access the site and receive an access 
badge, any newcomer shall go through an H&S induction renewed every year, focusing on the major risks he 
will face on site, the applicable basic H&S site rules and the emergency response plan.

�������
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SAFETY INTEGRATION 
At QDVC, we recognize that newcomers are the ones the most at risk on site. For this reason, upon arrival, 
each worker shall wear a distinguishing feature (i.e. a special coloured helmet, vest or sticker) for a careful and 
more specific supervision. Once a week for a period of one month, each worker shall attend interactive H&S 
awareness workshops to become a pro-active participant in his own H&S on site, and only upon completion, 
his distinguishing feature will be exchanged for the final one. 

Importantly, this training is not provided 
by the H&S department but the workers’ 
direct site supervisor.

SAFETY BEHAVIOUR
On each of our projects, awareness sessions  
« (A)live on site » are organised once a year. In 
addition, each project is committed to develop, at its 
discretion and own time frame, a Behaviour Based 
Safety programme, wherein individuals take care of 
each other and leaders powerfully commit to, and are 
willing to be held accountable for, everyone returning 
home safely every day. 

Subcontractor’s workers shall follow the 
same process as QDVC personnel. The 
induction sessions are contra-charged at 
cost to the subcontractors to discourage 
excessive turnover of manpower. 

Visitors shall also receive a short H&S 
induction and be accompanied at all time 
by an authorized QDVC staff. 

This BBS program (such as IIF, or 
similar) is designed specifically for each 
project and encompasses everybody 
on the project, from the workers to the 
managers, inclusive of subcontractors 
and partners.

We debate interactively and brain 
storm on actions we decide collectively 
to implement for our continuous 
improvement.
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SAFETY REQUIRES ORGANIZATION

SAFETY IN DESIGN

The SiD approach aims at thinking about H&S as early 
as possible during the design phase in order to eliminate 
the hazards or to control and minimize the risks 
throughout the overall life of a structure. It requires, 
from the design teams, a risk management process 

during the development of the design until the transfer 
of the proposed control measures for any unavoidable 
risks, with the points of vigilance and care highlighted on 
the design deliverables.

Launched by Vinci in 2016, this systematic approach to design has a major impact on improving the H&S of our projects, 
not only during the construction phase, but also during operation, maintenance and decommissioning. 

SAFETY IN PRODUCTION

During execution, any proposed deviation 
to the approved WMS is formalised through  
a Change Method Request (CMR) and can 
only be implemented once approved through 
the same workflow as the WMS.

PRE-TASK MEETING

At QDVC, we are convinced that a 100 page WMS 
is counter-productive and useless, unless the key 
methods and H&S related topics are effectively 
shared and transferred to the production team, in a 
simple and practical way.

The person responsible for the WMS preparation has 
not completed his/her task until the content has been 
conveyed to the production team through a workshop 

at least one week prior to the start of the planned 
task to present and review the proposed WMS with 
all associated staff (i.e. safety, quality, plant and 
production) and reconvened as necessary when the 
team or the method of works change. Each WMS 
must contain a Briefing Sheet that provides the key 
information to be transferred to the production team, 
to serve as a guideline during the pre-start briefings.  

The WMS describes the resources, the operating method, 
identifies the risks and defines the control measures 
to ensure a safe execution. The document preparation 
is planned in the three month look ahead programme. 
The WMS is reviewed at least by the Technical Manager, 
the HSE Manager, the Temporary Works Officer and the 
Construction Manager (ideally one month before the 
start of the activity). A copy of the WMS must be kept 
readily available on site, at all times, for consultation. 

At QDVC no activity, whether temporary or permanent, is allowed to proceed without an approved Work Method 
Statement (WMS) and an associated Work Risk Assessment (WRA). 

PRE-START BRIEFING

It is the responsibility of each team leader, at the 
start of each shift to review the actual site conditions 
with his team, perform a 360 degree risk assessment 
at the work face, share and listen to the concerns, 
detail the instructions for the day, explain the risks 
and associated control measures and make sure 

that they are well understood and can be safely 
implemented. The team leader must repeat the 
PSB as often as necessary, when the conditions of 
the site, the task, the risks or the composition of the 
team have changed.

BLACK BELT PROGRAM

We promote and praise the team leader who illustrate 
themselves as champion in H&S. Our team leaders 
receive training on how to deliver Pre-Start Briefings and 
every month they undergo a series of evaluations by the 
H&S department to rank them on a 7 level scale (karate 

belt colour). An assigned coach helps them to improve 
and achieve the “Black belt”. 

At QDVC, we acknowledge that the team leaders are the key to H&S as they are the ones who put the workers to work 
at the start of each shift. 

Once a month a “Champion” team leader is 
rewarded.

ANNUAL APPRAISAL

H&S REPORTING

CONTROL OF TEMPORARY WORKS

At the start of the Project, the project manager nominates 
a Temporary Works Officer (TWO) who shall oversee and 
report the overall temporary works process (schedule of 
the TW, adequate interfaces between the Temporary and 
Permanent Works, establishment of a TW Briefing Note, 
review of the WMS, organization of the team, training, 
control and validation). 

At QDVC, we acknowledge that the Temporary Works (TW) are as important as the Permanent Works to control and 
manage. 

PERMIT TO WORK SYSTEM
For tasks requiring a precondition assessment,  
a Permit To Work shall be issued, which provides  
a systematic and disciplined approach to prescribe 
the authorized works methodology, the equipment to 
be used, the risk and control measures, the required 
competencies, the assigned responsibilities and control 
regime. 

At QDVC, we require a Permit To Work prior to the 
following activities: entry into confined space, entry into 
trench, ground penetration, work near utilities, work on 
energized or pressurized system, radiography tests, hot 
works, explosive works and specific lifting operations.

Hold points are established and controlled 
by designated, competent and trained 
Temporary Works Inspectors and are made 
part of the on-site control process.
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HEAT STRESS PROGRAMME

Therefore, on our projects, specific arrangements are 
made, inclusive of fruit and juice distribution, shaded 
and cooled rest areas near the work face with chilled 
water fountains, emergency response kits comprising 
cooled blankets. We also implement a summer time 

working schedule extended beyond the regulatory 
requirements with extended breaks depending on 
the heat stress index and we appoint “water boys”  
to distribute fresh water on site.

At QDVC, we acknowledge that the summer in Qatar is extremely hot and humid, causing some serious threats to the 
workers’ health, ranging from skin rashes to fatal heat stroke. 

COLLECTIVE PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
At QDVC, we implement collective protection whenever 
practicable, irrespective of the provision of adequate 
individual protection because we consider that the 
collective protection is more robust and efficient and 
depends less on individual behaviour or error. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

SAFETY REQUIRES A STRICT POLICY

HEAT 
STRESS

The minimum collective equipment on all 
QDVC sites include metallic plates designed to 
protect horizontal openings, edge protection 
where there is a risk of falling from height 
and segregation barriers between pedestrian 
and vehicles. 

For all QDVC employees CE accredited PPE is provided, 
and replaced, free of charge. Adequate PPE is supplied 
as necessary for specific tasks and associated risks. The 

same rules apply to Subcontractors, who are contra-
charged the cost of PPE as stipulated in their subcontract.  

To enter a QDVC site, the wearing of the following PPE is compulsory:  safety helmet (with chin strap and wheel 
ratchet), safety boots (with steel toe cap and steel midsole), safety gloves, safety glasses, hi-visibility vest (with the 
company name on the back), insulated individual water bottle, long sleeves and trousers or coverall for labourers and 

PLANT MANAGEMENT

All such plant are periodically inspected and tagged 
by the plant department but also checked daily by the 
operator, or the user, prior to the start of the shift. Any 
defect or incident shall be reported in an equipment log 
book. Defective tools are immediately put in quarantine 
for repair or destruction. 

The plant inspection regime includes quarterly colour 
tagging (i.e. lifting equipment, harness, ladders, 
electrical tools and cabinets) and monthly tagging 
(i.e. fire extinguishers and first aid kit). Uncontrolled 
storage and powering of mobile phones and radios are 
recognized as a hazard and must be arranged in a safe 
and controlled way. 

All plant such as tool, equipment, machinery, vehicle and accessories (as listed in the Project Plant Control List 
category) are systematically inspected and tagged by the QDVC competent person from the plant department  prior to 
entering the site and technical data sheets must be readily available and visible on site. 

CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT
Any chemical product on site shall be labeled and 
documented via a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) which must be 
available in the site clinics, the work location and storage 

area. Flammable materials shall be limited, segregated 
and stored in purpose made fireproof cabinets.

SHARING VALUES

First of all, during the prequalification stage the selected 
subcontractors submit their H&S system, statistics and 
certification. 

Then, during the tender stage, QDVC presents to the 
short listed companies its H&S values and standards, 
and prior to the appointment of a subcontractor, workers’ 
accommodation inspections are performed, site visits 
and pre-award meetings are organized between the 

project management and the successful subcontractor’s 
management to agree and sign together a project HSE & 
CSR Charter. 

We respect and support our subcontractors in their full participation with the H&S of QDVC projects. 

CORPORATE REPORTING
Collecting and presenting accurate project H&S data 
in a way that it can be analysed to provide relevant 
information is important to measure QDVC performance 
(H&S KPIs) and to take adequate decisions for continual 
improvement. 

Within QDVC, the H&S report is shared internally with 
employees, partners, stakeholders and our Client on a 
monthly basis and the H&S department is committed 
to regularly provide the staff with bottom-up feed-back 
reports on current performance, H&S observations and 
main concerns.

SHARING MEETINGS

SAFETY REQUIRES TRANSPARENCY

QDVC H&S managers attend monthly H&S sharing 
meetings which cover a variety of topics to share 
information, experience and best practices from each 

project, along with attending a site visit on one of the 
projects.

INVESTIGATION
All incidents are systematically investigated and 
debriefed in the presence of the Project management, to 
identify their root causes and to agree on the corrective 
measures to implement to avoid similar events from 
happening again. For High potential (HiPo) incidents 

and major accidents, the senior management  of QDVC 
attends the debrief. 

MEDICAL CHECK-UPS
All personnel working on QDVC projects undergoes, 
a free annual medical check-up to ensure they are 
fit for their duty prior to commencing works on site 
and a regular follow-up is organised for those people 
with chronic illness or who are assigned to tasks with 
potential health risks. 

The H&S concerns of the subcontractors are 
respected and their feed-back is appreciated. 
All QDVC subcontractors are welcome in 
all H&S initiatives, forums and coordination 
meetings. 

If necessary, workers with significant health 
issues are reassigned to other tasks to 
eliminate health risks.
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ANNUAL APPRAISAL

H&S REPORTINGANNUAL APPRAISAL
Before their annual appraisal, each QDVC senior 
staff completes an individual safety self-assessment 
questionnaire. His/her performance and involvement in 

H&S is discussed during the appraisal. The commitment 
to H&S is recognised in the global evaluation, individual 
training plan and the assigned yearly objectives.

 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY & ACCOUNTABILITY

UNSAFE SITUATIONS AND NEAR MISSES

SAFETY BELONGS TO EVERYBODY

At QDVC, we believe that reporting unsafe situations and 
near-misses is the most efficient way for improvement. 
We seek to receive as many H&S observations as 

possible, in a no blame culture, and each of us accepts to 
be challenged on H&S matters. 

SANCTIONS
H&S rules are there for our own protection but these 
rules are much stronger if we choose to follow them 
rather than we feel forced to follow them. However, whilst 
we implement a no blame culture, we are not complacent 
towards those who infringe the rules. A transparent and 
fair disciplinary sanction culture is strictly implemented 

at QDVC and known by all. 
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INCENTIVES
At QDVC, our approach to H&S is collaborative and 
based on encouragement and reward. Therefore, on 
QDVC projects, H&S awards are in place to recognize 
employees and subcontractor commitment towards 
H&S. 

We also strongly believe that H&S is never an obstacle to 
productivity. When we face a situation where we dought 

to decide between production and H&S, it always means 
that the Works have not been prepared correctly.. 

Production incentives must always be 
associated with H&S performance indicators.  

Each of our employees, from the labourer to senior 
management bears an obligation and the authority to 
speak, raise H&S concerns and stop the works every 
time there is an unsafe situation, or even the perception 
of a risk to H&S, until such concerns are addressed. The 
Project Management shall make it clear that nobody 
shall be blamed for stopping the works on the basis of a 

H&S concern, even if it appears later on, that the concern 
was not relevant.

On a QDVC site, each individual is responsible for his/her own H&S and feels deeply accountable for the H&S of others 
affected by the activity being undertaken, whoever they are and whatever their position in the organization. 

The core principle being: When in doubt, stop 
and ask. 

Through a systematic assessment of the 
faulty behaviour, the level of sanctions is 
decided in a transparent manner.

P.O. Box 19389 Doha, State of Qatar
Phone: (974) 4453 84 00  
Fax: (974) 4453 82 22   
Web: www.qdvc.com

QDVC P.Q.S.C. 

Published July 2019



Everyone deserves the right to go home unhurt 
at the end of the day

The rules stated in this booklet shall be shared within QDVC 
organisation and distributed to all QDVC staff.
The rules shall also be shared with QDVC partners and subcontractors 
and therefore be discussed and agreed prior to forming JV agreement 
or contracts.


